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Manual abstract:
*2 Among digital cameras as of July 10, 2009 (according to research conducted by Nikon Corporation). 12.1 megapixel resolution 5x zoom with 28mm wideangle capability Optical lens shift and Electronic VR image stabilization 3.5-in. wide touch screen Clear Color OLED Display ISO 6400* capability * ISO
3200 and 6400 are available only for image sizes of 3M (2048 x 1536) or smaller. 12.0 megapixel resolution 5x zoom with 28mm wide-angle capability
Electronic VR image stabilization 2.7-in. high-resolution LCD ISO 3200 full size (4000 x 3000) capability 2 3 Even closer encounters. Incredible 24x zoom.
Gorgeous style. Beautiful photos. Smart picture-taking at your fingertips. Bringing precious moments even closer at an affordable price. 12.
1 megapixel resolution 24x zoom with 26mm wide-angle capability Image sensor shift VR image stabilization 3-in. high-resolution vari-angle LCD ISO 6400*
capability * ISO 3200 and 6400 are available only for image sizes of 3M (2048 x 1536) or smaller. 12.0 megapixel resolution 7x zoom Image sensor shift VR
image stabilization 2.7-in.
high-resolution LCD ISO 6400* capability * ISO 3200 and 6400 are available only for image sizes of 3M (2048 x 1536) or smaller. 10.0 megapixel resolution
3x zoom Electronic VR image stabilization 3-in. touch screen high-resolution LCD ISO 2000 capability 10.0 megapixel resolution 15x zoom with 28mm wideangle capability Image sensor shift VR image stabilization 3-in. high-resolution LCD ISO 3200* capability * ISO 3200 is available only for image sizes of 3M
(2048 x 1536) or smaller. Fast, fun and downright beautiful. High performance and fashionably slim. Easy to operate and great pictures. 12.
2 megapixel resolution 4x zoom with 28mm wide-angle capability Optical lens shift VR image stabilization 2.7-in. high-resolution LCD ISO 6400 full size
(4000 x 3000) capability 10.0 megapixel resolution 3x zoom Electronic VR image stabilization 2.5-in. high-resolution LCD ISO 2000 capability 10.0
megapixel resolution 3.6x zoom Motion Detection 3-in. high-resolution LCD ISO 1600 capability Note: Camera lineup and color availability may vary
according to region. Images shown on this page are simulated.
Ultra-fast focus beautifully captures all the fun. Sure-shooting speed served up in full style. Black Warm Silver Calm Black Champagne Silver Pearl White
Sharing the passion of special moments in style. Bringing a unique new form of enjoyment to image viewing. 4 nt mome re the Captu Ultra-fast focus and
quick response The COOLPIX S640's ultra-fast autofocus helps you capture once-in-a-lifetime expressions with just the right timing.
@@@@@@It's the fun new way to share your pictures with family and friends most anywhere you go. * Among digital cameras as of July 10, 2009
(according to research conducted by Nikon Corporation). 5 features for clearer results Clear images with natural color Placing priority on image quality, the
COOLPIX S640 features a custom-optimized auto white balance system based on Nikon D-SLR technologies to produce beautiful pictures that benefit from
more natural color adjustments. 26cm 40 inch 5inch Projector stand and wireless remote control Set the COOLPIX S1000pj on its projector stand and easily
navigate the supplied remote control for shutter release, projector operation, and more. 10inch 20 inch The COOLPIX S1000pj employs a lineup of five
advanced image stabilizing features*1 to ensure sharper results for every shot.
These include ISO 6400*2, Optical lens shift and Electronic VR image stabilization, Motion Detection, as well as BSS (Best Shot Selector). *1 The camera
selects and uses only the features required to optimize each image. *2 ISO 3200 and 6400 are available only for image sizes of 3M (2048 x 1536) or smaller.
50cm 1m 2m New Clear Color Display Capture the perfect instant, every time. Other features Smart Portrait System with Skin Softening Optical lens shift VR
image stabilization Scene Auto Selector Subject Tracking with auto lock-on Quick Retouch D-Lighting USB charging via AC adapter or PC Note: Distances
shown above are approximations. Other features Entertaining slideshow effects A variety of available effects add extra flair and further enhance the fun of the
built-in projector. 2.7-in. high-resolution LCD monitor Smart Portrait System with Skin Softening Scene Auto Selector Subject Tracking Quick Retouch DLighting Nikon's innovative Clear Color Display technology greatly reduces reflection and improves visibility when using the COOLPIX S640's new 2.7-in.
LCD monitor, even outdoors in the sun. Clearer, more vivid image preview and playback makes photography more fun, wherever the action takes you. The
display also features an ultra-wide viewing angle for better viewing. The Clear Color difference Projector Specifications · Brightness*1: Up to 10 lumens ·
Image size: 5 to 40 in. · Throw distance: Approx. 26 cm to 2 m (10 in. to 6 ft. 6 in.) · Endurance (battery life)*2: Approx. 1 hour · Resolution (output): VGA
equivalent *1 Measurement, measuring conditions, and method of notation all comply with ISO 21118.
*2 Based on continuous use of a fully-charged EN-EL12 battery at 25 °C /77 °F. Note: Images shown on this page are simulated. Note: Images shown on this
page are simulated. Clear and vivid OLED display that adds a new touch of fun. The tactile sophistication of dual texture design.
Black Warm Silver Blue Red Pink Black & Black Simply beautiful. Wonderfully versatile. Advanced functions preserve precious moments with ease. Red &
Dark Red 6 7 3.5-in.
Clear Color OLED Display with touch control t di Vibran splay Other features Optical lens shift and Electronic VR image stabilization Smart Portrait System
with Skin Softening Easy Auto Mode with Scene Auto Selector Subject Tracking Quick Retouch D-Lighting USB charging via AC adapter or PC Sophisticated
styling, delightful proportions and plenty of reach The COOLPIX S570 combines stylish form with high performance and advanced functions for shooting
ease. It also features the compositional freedom and quality optics of a precision 5x Zoom-NIKKOR lens with 28mm wide-angle coverage. Immediately
recognizable benefits of OLED technology include vivid color reproduction, sharp contrast, and absence of afterimages. @@OLED display a real eyeful.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@This creates new opportunities to take sharper, more natural-looking photos wherever life's special moments occur.
Scene Effect Adjustment with slider control Without Skin Softening Note: Images shown on this page are simulated. With Skin Softening Note: Images shown
on this page are simulated. The excitement of closer encounters. Sleek style and the freedom of 7x optical zoom. The extended reach and range of a 24x
optical zoom lens and the compositional freedom of a 3-in.
vari-angle LCD.
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The COOLPIX P90 combines these with the intuitive ease of advanced shooting modes to deliver a versatile photographic tool that makes picture-taking
more fun. Black The allure of ultra-compact form, clean lines and Nikon's Sure Grip body design. It's as beautiful as the photos produced by the COOLPIX
S630's high-power zoom lens, swift response, and advanced functions. Black Ruby Red 24x zoom that delivers both wider and longer reach The COOLPIX
P90 offers the unbeatable compositional freedom of a quality 24x Zoom-NIKKOR lens that features outstanding focal range from 26mm wide-angle to 624mm
super-telephoto. It even covers macro shooting ability from as close as 1 cm (0.4 in.) from your subject. The flexible focal range of the 7x ZoomNIKKOR lens
helps you capture all those special moments. Nikon's Sure Grip body provides a firm and perfectly natural fit in the hand that helps ensure sharper results.
Advanced Image stabilizing features that help yield sharper images include Image sensor shift VR image stabilization, Motion Detection, ISO 6400*
capability and BSS. Smile Mode and Blink Proof function help capture beautiful portraits with ease. * ISO 3200 and 6400 are available only for image sizes
of 3M (2048 x 1536) or smaller. Other features 260mm (35mm format equivalent) · 2.7-in.
high-resolution LCD monitor with · Scene Auto Selector · Sport Continuous Mode · Smart Portrait System · D-Lighting t your subject by touch Portrait Onetouch Zoom Playback fun and editing versatility at your fingertips Thumbnail selection for easy viewing Scroll through your images Paint Function 15x ZoomNIKKOR lens with 28mm wideangle coverage and outstanding macro shooting capability Sport Continuous Mode allows you to shoot up to 30 consecutive
pictures* at 13 fps. Nikon's image sensor shift VR image stabilization compensates for camera shake to produce sharper results. Motion Detection
automatically adjusts shutter speed and ISO setting to compensate for subject movement and camera shake. ISO 3200* capability makes it easier to shoot in
low light or capture fast-moving subjects with greater clarity. * Feature available only for image sizes of 3M (2048 x 1536) or smaller.
Other features · Powered by commonly available AA-batteries · 3-in. high-resolution LCD monitor with · Easy Auto Mode with Scene Auto Selector · Smart
Portrait System &middo5mm [135] format picture angle: 1680mm) 10.0 million 3.6x Zoom-NIKKOR; 6.724 . 0 m m ( 35 m m [135] format picture angle:
38136mm); f/3.1-6.7; Digital zoom: up to 4x (35mm [135] format picture angle: 544mm) Lens Focus range (from lens) 45cm (1 ft. 6 in.) to infinity (), Macro
close-up mode: 2cm (0.
8 in.) to infinity () 60cm (2 ft.) to infinity (), Macro close -up mode: 2cm (0.8 in.) to infinity () 50cm (1 ft. 8 in.) to infinity (), Macro close-up mode: 2cm (0.8
in.) to infinity () 45cm (1 ft. 6 in.
) to infinity (), Macro close-up mode: 3cm (1.2 in.) to infinity () 60cm (2 ft.) to infinity (), Macro close -up mode: 10cm (4 in.) to infinity () 60cm (2 ft.
) to infinity (), Macro close -up mode: 10cm (4 in.) to infinity () 30 cm (1 ft.) to infinity (), Macro close -up mode: 3cm (1.2 in.) to infinity () 30 cm (1 ft.
) to infinity (), Macro close -up mode: 3cm (1.2 in.) to infinity () 50cm (1 ft. 8 in.) to infinity (), Macro close-up mode: 1cm (0.4 in.) to infinity () 50cm (1 ft. 8
in.) to infinity (), Macro close-up mode: 1cm (0.4 in.
) to infinity () 30cm (1 ft.) to infinity (); Macro close -up mode: 5cm (2 in.) to infinity () Monitor 2.7-in., approx. 230k-dot, wide-viewing angle TFT LCD with
anti-reflection coating, antifouling and water repellent layer 2.7-in., approx. @@@@230k-dot, TFT LCD with anti-reflection coating 3-in., approx.
@@150k-dot, TFT LCD 2.7-in., approx. 230k-dot, TFT LCD with anti-reflection coating 3.5-in.
, approx. @@@@230k-dot 3-in., approx. 230k-dot, TFT LCD with anti-reflection coating 3-in., approx.
230k-dot, TFT LCD Storage media Internal memory (approx. 45 MB, SD/SDHC memory cards*2 Internal memory (approx. 44 MB), SD/SDHC memory
cards*2 Internal memory (approx. 45 MB), SD/SDHC memory cards*2 Internal memory (approx. 47 MB), SD/SDHC memory cards*2 Internal memory
(approx. 44 MB), SD/SDHC memory cards*2 Internal memory (approx. 44 MB), SD/SDHC memory cards*2 Internal memory (approx. 36 MB), SD/SDHC
memory cards*2 Internal memory (approx. 20 MB), SD/SDHC memory cards*2 Internal memory (approx. 47 MB), SD/SDHC memory cards*2 Internal
memory (approx.
44 MB), SD/SDHC memory cards*2 Internal memory (approx. @@270 shots with EN-EL12 battery Approx. 220 shots with EN-EL12 battery Approx. 250
shots with EN-EL12 battery Approx. 220 shots with EN-EL10 battery Approx. 160 shots with EN-EL10 battery Approx. 180 shots with EN-EL10 battery
Approx. 220 shots with EN-EL12 battery Approx. 200 shots with EN-EL12 battery Approx. 200 shots with EN-EL5 battery Approx.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@89.5 x 55.5 x 18 mm (3.5 x 2.2 x 0.
7 in.) excluding projections A pprox. 99.5 x 62.5 x 23 mm (4 x 2.
5 x 0.9 in.) excluding projections Approx. 96.5 x 60.5 x 20 mm (3.8 x 2.4 x 0.8 in.) excluding projections Approx.
114 x 83 x 99 mm (4.5 x 3.3 x 3.9 in.) excluding projections Approx. 110 x 72 x 78 mm (4.3 x 2.8 x 3 in.) excluding projections Approx. 96.
5 x 61 x 29 mm (3.8 x 2.4 x 1.2 in.) excluding projections Weight Approx.
110 g (3.9 oz.) without battery and SD/ SDHC memory card Approx. 140 g (4.9 oz.
) without battery and SD/ SDHC memory card Approx. 120 g (4.2 oz.) without battery and SD/ SDHC memory card Approx. 120 g (4.2 oz.) without battery
and SD/ SDHC memory card Approx. 115 g (4.1 oz.) without battery and SD/ SDHC memory card Approx.
100 g (3.5 oz.) without battery and SD/ SDHC memory card Approx. 155 g (5.5 oz.) without battery and SD/ SDHC memory card Approx. 140 g (4.9 oz.)
without battery and SD/ SDHC memory card Approx. 460 g (16.
2 oz.) without battery and SD/ SDHC memory card Approx. 355 g (12.5 oz.) without battery and SD/ SDHC memory card Approx.
135 g (4.8 oz.) without battery and SD/ SDHC memory card *1 Based on CIPA industry standard for measuring life of camera batteries. Measured at 23°C
(73°F); zoom adjusted with each shot, built-in flash fired with every other shot, image mode set to Normal. *2 Not compatible with Multi Media Cards
(MMC).
*3 Setting is available only for image sizes of 3M (2048 x 1536) or smaller. Note: Camera lineup and color availability may vary according to region.
Innovation for Imaging Excellence NIKKOR lenses have long met the high standards of top professional photographers. They will continue to demonstrate
Nikon's total commitment to craftsmanship and reliability in today's and tomorrow's world of digital photography. Nikon's EXPEED digital image-processing
concept includes all aspects of picturetaking, marking a true revolution in digital photography that opens the door to a new world of image quality and
camera performance.
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Versatile Software Suite Each COOLPIX camera includes a CD-ROM that contains exclusive Nikon software designed to make photography more fun. Bring
Your Circle Closer. @@@@@@in the United States and/or other countries. The SDHC logo is a trademark. PictBridge is a trademark.
The FotoNation logo is a trademark. CompactFlash® and Extreme ® are registered trademarks of SanDisk Corporation. Products and brand names are
trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. Images on displays shown in this brochure are simulated. Specifications and equipment
are subject to change without any notice or obligation on the part of the manufacturer. August 2009 2009 Nikon Corporation WARNING TO ENSURE
CORRECT USAGE, READ MANUALS CAREFULLY BEFORE USING YOUR EQUIPMENT. SOME DOCUMENTATION IS SUPPLIED ON CD-ROM
ONLY. Visit the Nikon Europe website at: www.europe-nikon.com Nikon U.
K. Ltd. Nikon House, 380 Richmond Road, Kingston upon Thames, Surrey KT2 5PR U.K. www.
nikon.co.uk Foto Distributors Nikon House, 68 Kyalami Boulevard, Kyalami Business Park, Midrand, 1684, Republic of South Africa www.nikon.co.
za Nikon Canada Inc. 1366 Aerowood Drive, Mississauga, Ontario, L4W 1C1, Canada www.nikon.ca NIKON CORPORATION Fuji Bldg., 2-3, Marunouchi
3-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-8331, Japan www.nikon.com Printed in the Netherlands Code No. 6CE90040 (0908A) Ad En .
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